Protecting what matters most

RADIANCE RISK REPORTS - R3

SECURITY CLEARANCE
CONTINUOUS MONITORING
The Lumina R3
is the ﬁrst AI-assisted
continuous monitoring and
reporting solution for
identifying internet data
related to cleared
personnel.

Lumina is a specialty artiﬁcial intelligence company founded in 2015. Its SaaS and reporting platform, Radiance, is a
specialty search engine designed to perform recurring search functions for professionals who typically conduct
recurring search processes through consumer search engines. A single query in Radiance is the equivalent of up to 13.8
years of analyst search in a traditional search engine.*
The Lumina R3 (Radiance Risk Report) contains the URLs, and short summaries of related content, of data and information
that appear to indicate risk in accordance with Lumina’s proprietary behavioral aﬃnity models (BAMs).** Radiance
search is designed to increase the thoroughness of search processes AND the eﬃciency of analysis.
Our objective is to help R3 users achieve 10x performance in search eﬀectiveness AND 10x performance in search
eﬃciency and reporting.
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FEATURES & BENEFITS
EFFICIENCY.
Radiance conducts comprehensive search
across all thirteen adjudication guidelines on
each subject in a single query. This automation
massively increases the speed at which the
analysis of a subject may be completed. It also
assists enterprises achieve greater consistency
within analysis processes.
EFFECTIVENESS.
Radiance ingests URLs and the related deep web
content pertaining to a subject in every query. This
deep search capability reduces the risk of false
negatives.
DELTA REPORTING.
Radiance allows analysts to run delta reporting
queries where the purpose is to highlight new,
relevant content. This feature saves time and
reduces the risk of missing small changes in
content, thereby moving from a single
point-in-time search to enabling continuous
evaluation of a large group of subjects.
PUBLICLY AVAILABLE IDENTIFYING
INFORMATION.
Radiance allows for the inclusion of known
publicly available identifying information to
further reduce noise in identiﬁed URLs.
SUBJECT PRIVACY COMPLIANCE.
Radiance only ingests data from the indexed
web. Its processes do not breach agreements
with any social media platform or violate any
law or existing regulation. Radiance identiﬁes
information that anyone can identify in a
traditional search process, but Radiance does
this with three orders of magnitude better
performance.***

DATA SECURITY.
Radiance is available as cloud-based SaaS and
reporting services in several conﬁgurations. It
may also be purchased as an on-premises
solution for customers that require such a conﬁguration.
SIMPLE PURCHASE OPTIONS.
Lumina R3 reporting solutions are sold in
bundles of 100 reports for individual users and
1,000 reports for enterprise customers with
multiple users.
FLEXIBLE REPORT DISTRIBUTION.
R3 results may be received by email or through
a secure API interface for enterprise clients who
want to ingest data into existing digital
workﬂows.
BATCH PROCESSING AND RISK SCORING.
Radiance allows for batch processing and
scoring within a batch. This allows analysts
pressed by large work volume to better-prioritize
their workﬂows.
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Sample Report
INDIVIDUAL SUMMARY
All Documents

SECURITY
CLEARANCE
REPORT

Subject:
RICHARD HAMILTON
From Population:
25bad with PAII

Status: Analysis in Progress

METHODOLOGY

RESULTS SUMMARY

This report is compiled from open source information collected by Lumina’s
Radiance platform. Radiance uses machine learning and artificial intelligence to
assess and prioritize risk across the open-source internet. By applying Lumina’s AI
technology, results associated with names entered into Radiance are filtered to
highlight different risk factors in accordance with Lumina’s proprietary Behavioral
Affinity Models (BAMs). Each subject is subsequently ranked by percentile in
order of probable behavioral affinity. Searches provide near-instant results,
delivering meaningful, actionable intelligence to mitigate risk and prevent loss.

99

2,925

Documents Identified
2,925 documents across the internet were identified, ingested, and
processed by Radiance.

16

METHODOLOGY
th

Radiance found the subject RICHARD HAMILTON associated with:

Documents Representing Potential Risk
16 documents (0.56% of pages containing RICHARD HAMILTON
ingested by Radiance) were identified as indicators of riskassociated behavior.

Percentile

1

Matched Behavioral Affinities
Radiance identified documents across the following BAMs:
Criminal Activity: 16
On September 24, 2021, a Radiance search was conducted on the subject
RICHARD HAMILTON. Radiance found the subject to exhibit a greater connection
to the behavioral affinities noted at the end of this report than 99% of the subjects
evaluated in Lumina's own reference population. For more information on
Lumina's Percentile Score, please see the Appendix to this report.

Confidential & Proprietary

0

Documents Flagged forFurther Evaluation
0 out of the 16 total documents included in this report were flagged for
further evaluation. Additional details are available in the Results section.

Subject: RICHARD HAMILTON

Individual Summary Report
October 13, 2021

R3 PRICING
COMMERCIAL CUSTOMERS
100-9,999 pre-purchased reports; $29.00 per report.
10,000-999,999 pre-purchased reports; $24.00 per report.
1,000,000 or more pre-purchased reports; $19.00 per report.

*
Lumina’s estimate comes from the following assumptions: The average search in Radiance returns 1,040 documents (URLs). The R3 search process for identifying risks in
accordance with the thirteen adjudicative guidelines for the receipt and maintenance of a security clearance includes 4,984 terms and phrases. Lumina assumes that an
analyst can review documents for the presence of both the behavioral aﬃnity term/phrase and the associated subject name in twenty seconds per page returned. One
analyst-year is assumed to be 2,080 hours. The estimate does not account for any time for the cleansing of data or the creation of a report.

A behavioral aﬃnity model (BAM) is a collection of search terms and phrases that indicate that the content on a web page is relevant to the behaviors Radiance seeks to
identify. BAMs are developed through a combination of machine learning and expert assessment. BAMs are conﬁgurable and may be created by Lumina for Radiance customers to identify a wide range of human behavioral aﬃnities.

**

Lumina estimates a 20x increase in analyst search and reporting eﬃciency. Lumina’s name extraction algorithm, Nx, embedded within Radiance, performs at 450x the speed
of its closest rival, BERT. 20 x 450 = a 9,000x increase in eﬃciency, or three (nearly four) orders of magnitude.

***
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